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Tidal ConceptsTidal Concepts
 Tides are extremely swift, very longTides are extremely swift, very long--wavelength, shallowwavelength, shallow--water waveswater waves

 Tides are periodic shortTides are periodic short--term changes in sea level at a particular place causedterm changes in sea level at a particular place caused
___by the gravitational force of the moon and sun, and the motion oby the gravitational force of the moon and sun, and the motion of the Earthf the Earth

 The moonThe moon’’s influence is twice as great as that of the suns influence is twice as great as that of the sun’’ss

 GravityGravity’’s attractive force and inertias attractive force and inertia’’s flingings flinging--away force combine to produceaway force combine to produce
___two ocean tidal bulgestwo ocean tidal bulges

 The Earth rotating underneath the tidal bulges causes tidesThe Earth rotating underneath the tidal bulges causes tides

 The equilibrium theory of tides only takes into account gravitatThe equilibrium theory of tides only takes into account gravitational andional and
___rotational affects under equilibrium conditions without regard trotational affects under equilibrium conditions without regard to ocean basino ocean basin
___shape, water depth, ocean inertia, Coriolis effect, nor sea bottshape, water depth, ocean inertia, Coriolis effect, nor sea bottom friction dragom friction drag

 The dynamic theory of tides is a much more robust prediction modThe dynamic theory of tides is a much more robust prediction model that alsoel that also ----
___takes account all those factors left out of the equilibrium theotakes account all those factors left out of the equilibrium theory (listed above)ry (listed above)

 Tidal patterns take three forms worldwide: diurnal, semidiurnalTidal patterns take three forms worldwide: diurnal, semidiurnal, and mixed, and mixed

 Tides in each ocean basin form a rockingTides in each ocean basin form a rocking--rotary cycle aroundrotary cycle around amphidromicamphidromic
___““no tideno tide”” pointspoints –– counterclockwise in N. Hemi, clockwise in the S. Hemicounterclockwise in N. Hemi, clockwise in the S. Hemi



Bay of FundyBay of Fundy

TimeTime--lapse Video of Bay of Fundy Tideslapse Video of Bay of Fundy Tides



Ocean Wave EnergyOcean Wave Energy

Schematic guestimation of the energy (power spectrum) contained in the
surface waves of the ocean

Reference: Kinsman, Blair, Wind Waves: Their Generation and Propagation on the Ocean
Surface. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1965, p. 23.



Equilibrium Theory of TidesEquilibrium Theory of Tides
 Equilibrium theory of tides combinesEquilibrium theory of tides combines
the fundamentals of Newtonianthe fundamentals of Newtonian
celestial gravity and inertia mechanicscelestial gravity and inertia mechanics
and a rotating Earth to predict the tidesand a rotating Earth to predict the tides

 Equilibrium theory assumes thatEquilibrium theory assumes that
 Ocean surface is at equilibrium withOcean surface is at equilibrium with
____forces acting upon itforces acting upon it
 Idealized bottomless ocean columnIdealized bottomless ocean column
 No landmass obstructionsNo landmass obstructions
 No Coriolis effectNo Coriolis effect

 Equilibrium theory of tides predictsEquilibrium theory of tides predicts
 Two tidal bulgesTwo tidal bulges
 Two highs and low tides per dayTwo highs and low tides per day
 Tidal amplitudes of less than 1 meterTidal amplitudes of less than 1 meter

 Equilibrium theory fails to predict:Equilibrium theory fails to predict:
 TwoTwo--meter plus tidesmeter plus tides
 Diurnal and mixed tide patternsDiurnal and mixed tide patterns
 Slow tidal wave velocitiesSlow tidal wave velocities
 Amphidromic rotary tide movementsAmphidromic rotary tide movements

ConceptsConcepts



EarthEarth –– MoonMoon –– Sun RelationshipSun Relationship
EarthEarth’’s Orbits Orbit
 PerihelionPerihelion
Closest to SunClosest to Sun

January 2ndJanuary 2nd

 AphelionAphelion
Farthest from SunFarthest from Sun

July 2ndJuly 2nd

MoonMoon’’s Orbits Orbit
 PerigeePerigee
Closest to EarthClosest to Earth

Twice a monthTwice a month

 ApogeeApogee
Furthest from EarthFurthest from Earth

Twice a monthTwice a month



EarthEarth –– MoonMoon –– Sun RelationshipSun Relationship
 Sun is 27 million times

more massive than Moon
 Earth is 81 times more

massive than the Moon
 The Sun is 387 times

farther away from Earth
than the moon

 Solar tidal effect is only
46% that of the moon

Mass vs. DistanceMass vs. Distance

m1 = gravitational pull of 1st planet
m2 = gravitational pull of 2nd planet
d = distance between the planets
G = gravitational constant

Gravitational RelationshipGravitational Relationship



Revolving EarthRevolving Earth-- Moon SystemMoon System
 Moon and Earth revolveMoon and Earth revolve
around a mutual center of massaround a mutual center of mass

 Revolution cycle = 29.5 daysRevolution cycle = 29.5 days

 Common center of mass isCommon center of mass is
located 1,650 kilometers beneathlocated 1,650 kilometers beneath
the Earththe Earth’’s surfaces surface

 A perfect balance betweenA perfect balance between
gravitational attraction and inertialgravitational attraction and inertial
repulsion keeps the two bodies inrepulsion keeps the two bodies in
stable orbit around one anotherstable orbit around one another

 Gravity, inertia, and a rotatingGravity, inertia, and a rotating
Earth, are the root causes of tidesEarth, are the root causes of tides



EarthEarth’’s Twin Tidal Bulgess Twin Tidal Bulges

 Earth has two tidal bulges:Earth has two tidal bulges:

1) Inertia bulge1) Inertia bulge

2) Gravity bulge2) Gravity bulge

 Tidal bulges move west toTidal bulges move west to
east due to Eartheast due to Earth’’s rotations rotation



TideTide--Generating ForcesGenerating Forces

Inertia (flinging-away force)

 Centrifugal effect

 Repelling force

 Equally distributed

 Equally directed

Gravity (pulling-toward force)

 Attractive force

 Unequally distributed

 Unequally directed

 Strongest nearest moon



Interaction of the Tidal ForcesInteraction of the Tidal Forces

The combined forces of gravitational attraction andThe combined forces of gravitational attraction and
inertia create a net balanced force calledinertia create a net balanced force called ““tractive forcestractive forces””



EarthEarth’’s Twin Tidal Bulgess Twin Tidal Bulges

 Earth has two tidal bulges:Earth has two tidal bulges:

1) Inertia bulge1) Inertia bulge

2) Gravity bulge2) Gravity bulge

 Tidal bulges move west toTidal bulges move west to
east due to Eartheast due to Earth’’s rotations rotation



The LunarThe Lunar -- Tidal DayTidal Day

 Solar Earth DaySolar Earth Day -- Earth completes one rotation relative to the sun in 24 hoursEarth completes one rotation relative to the sun in 24 hours

 Lunar Earth DayLunar Earth Day -- Earth completes one rotation relative to the moon in 24Earth completes one rotation relative to the moon in 24
hours 50 minuteshours 50 minutes

 EarthEarth –– Moon System completes one revolution in 29.5 days (one lunarMoon System completes one revolution in 29.5 days (one lunar
month/cycle) or 1/12 of a revolution in one solar Earth daymonth/cycle) or 1/12 of a revolution in one solar Earth day

 One Lunar Tidal Cycle = 24 hours 50 minutesOne Lunar Tidal Cycle = 24 hours 50 minutes

 Arrival of a new tide cycle occurs 50 minutes later each dayArrival of a new tide cycle occurs 50 minutes later each day



Spring Tide Versus Neap TideSpring Tide Versus Neap Tide

 Gravitational pull of the sun
and moon are at right angles to
each other

 Daily tidal variations on Earth
are at their least

 Occur during first and last
quarter of the moon

 Gravitational pull of the sun
and moon are in line with each
other

 Daily tidal variations on Earth
are at their greatest

 Occur during new and full
moon phases

Spring TideSpring Tide

Neap TideNeap Tide



The Dynamic Theory of TidesThe Dynamic Theory of Tides
 Dynamic theory of tides combinesDynamic theory of tides combines
the fundamentals of the equilibriumthe fundamentals of the equilibrium
theory with several major fluid motiontheory with several major fluid motion
problems related to:problems related to:
 Landmass obstructionsLandmass obstructions
 Ocean basin shapeOcean basin shape
 Friction drag of sea bottomFriction drag of sea bottom
 ShallowShallow--water wave behaviorwater wave behavior
 Coriolis effectCoriolis effect
 Inertia of water columnInertia of water column

 Dynamic theory of tides explains theDynamic theory of tides explains the
differences between predictions baseddifferences between predictions based
on Newtonon Newton’’s equilibrium model and thes equilibrium model and the
actual observed behaviors of tidesactual observed behaviors of tides

 Actual tidal movement is modeled asActual tidal movement is modeled as
a basina basin--scale set of interconnectedscale set of interconnected
amphidromic rotary wave circuitsamphidromic rotary wave circuits

ConceptsConcepts



Tidal Bulges and Sea Bottom DragTidal Bulges and Sea Bottom Drag

 Earth rotates beneath tidal bulgeEarth rotates beneath tidal bulge

 Frictional drag between ocean column and sea bottomFrictional drag between ocean column and sea bottom
pulls tidal bulge eastward of Earthpulls tidal bulge eastward of Earth--moon centerlinemoon centerline

 Ocean water column inertia also causes tidal bulge to lagOcean water column inertia also causes tidal bulge to lag
behind the predictedbehind the predicted ““equilibrium modelequilibrium model”” bulgebulge

Regions of Greatest Tidal DragRegions of Greatest Tidal Drag



Amphidromic Rotary Standing WavesAmphidromic Rotary Standing Waves

 Coriolis effect plays major part in causing rotary tide motionCoriolis effect plays major part in causing rotary tide motion

 Centerpoint of the tideCenterpoint of the tide’’s rotational standing wave is termed thes rotational standing wave is termed the
““amphidromic nodeamphidromic node”” where zero tides occurwhere zero tides occur

 Tide amplitude increases with distance from node pointsTide amplitude increases with distance from node points

 Counterclockwise rotation in the N. HemiCounterclockwise rotation in the N. Hemi –– clockwise rotation in S. Hemiclockwise rotation in S. Hemi



Amphidromic Tidal SystemsAmphidromic Tidal Systems

 Tide amplitude varies withTide amplitude varies with
distance from node pointsdistance from node points

 Zero tide at node pointsZero tide at node points

 Overlapping of amphidromicOverlapping of amphidromic
systemssystems

 Pacific basin most complicatedPacific basin most complicated



Ocean Tide TerminologyOcean Tide Terminology
Important TermsImportant Terms
 Mean Sea LevelMean Sea Level

 Tidal datumTidal datum

 Tidal dayTidal day

 Tidal periodTidal period

 Tidal rangeTidal range

 Tidal amplitudeTidal amplitude

 Tidal phasesTidal phases

 Neap and spring tideNeap and spring tide

 Higher high waterHigher high water

 High waterHigh water

 Low waterLow water

 Lower low waterLower low water

 Ebb, slack, and floodEbb, slack, and flood



Three Patterns of Ocean TidesThree Patterns of Ocean Tides
1)1) Semidiurnal TideSemidiurnal Tide
 Two highs, two lowsTwo highs, two lows
 Highs and lows similarHighs and lows similar
 Atlantic and Arctic OceansAtlantic and Arctic Oceans

2)2) Mixed TideMixed Tide
 Two highs, two lowsTwo highs, two lows
 Highs and lows dissimilarHighs and lows dissimilar
 Pacific and Indian OceansPacific and Indian Oceans

3)3) Diurnal TideDiurnal Tide
 One high, one lowOne high, one low

 Aleutians, Indonesia andAleutians, Indonesia and
Gulf of MexicoGulf of Mexico



Three Patterns of Ocean TidesThree Patterns of Ocean Tides

1) Semidiurnal Tide

2) Mixed Tide

3) Diurnal Tide



Monthly Tidal CyclesMonthly Tidal Cycles

Boston, Mass.Boston, Mass. -- SemidiurnalSemidiurnal

Galvelston, TexasGalvelston, Texas –– DiurnalDiurnal

San Francisco, CASan Francisco, CA -- MixedMixed

Pakhoi, ChinaPakhoi, China -- DiurnalDiurnal



Tidal Patterns of North AmericaTidal Patterns of North America



Measuring Tidal ChangesMeasuring Tidal Changes
MethodsMethods

1) Tidal Staffs1) Tidal Staffs

2) Tidal Gauges2) Tidal Gauges

 Float levelsFloat levels

 GasGas--purged bubblerspurged bubblers

 Ultrasonic altimetersUltrasonic altimeters

3) Bottom pressure sensors3) Bottom pressure sensors

4) Satellite altimetry4) Satellite altimetry

OldOld--stylestyleModern methodsModern methods



Tidal DatumTidal Datum
 AA tidal datumtidal datum is a base elevation in which to reckonis a base elevation in which to reckon
heights and depths in terms of a phase of tideheights and depths in terms of a phase of tide

 Tidal datumsTidal datums are based on a phase of the tideare based on a phase of the tide
 MHWMHW = mean high water= mean high water

 MLLWMLLW = mean low low water= mean low low water

 Tide stationTide station datums are based on a 19 year meandatums are based on a 19 year mean
called an National Tidal Datum Epoch (NTDE).called an National Tidal Datum Epoch (NTDE).

 Tide stations are referenced to a bench mark system forTide stations are referenced to a bench mark system for
stability checks & long term maintenance.stability checks & long term maintenance.

 Datum applicationsDatum applications: Ports, chart depths , marine: Ports, chart depths , marine
boundaries, hydrographic surveys, dredging, storm surge,boundaries, hydrographic surveys, dredging, storm surge,
modeling, wetland restoration, etc.modeling, wetland restoration, etc.



Sea Level Changes Around the USASea Level Changes Around the USA

1) How does changing sea level affect coastal areas over time?1) How does changing sea level affect coastal areas over time?

2) How does changes in sea level affect tidal datum and tide pre2) How does changes in sea level affect tidal datum and tide prediction?diction?

Questions:Questions:



The TidalThe Tidal
Graph forGraph for
Month ofMonth of

March 2017March 2017
La Jolla, Scripps Pier, California

32.8667° N, 117.2567° W

Questions:Questions:

1)1) What is the tidal datum forWhat is the tidal datum for
this chart?this chart?

2)2) What is the MLLW ?What is the MLLW ?

3)3) How low are the minus tides?How low are the minus tides?

4)4) When do the four LunarWhen do the four Lunar
phases occur in the month?phases occur in the month?



The Tidal GraphThe Tidal Graph
for Month offor Month of
March 2017March 2017

Questions:Questions:

1)1) Which type of tideWhich type of tide
does this graphdoes this graph
illustrate?illustrate?

2)2) When do the neapWhen do the neap
tides occur?tides occur?

3)3) When do theWhen do the
spring tides occur?spring tides occur?



March 2014 TidesMarch 2014 Tides –– San DiegoSan Diego



Tide ChartsTide Charts
La Jolla, Scripps Pier, California 32.8667° N, 117.2567° W

7 November 2007 - 13 November 2007
2007-11-10   15:25 PST -0.25 feet Low Tide
2007-11-10   21:53 PST   3.56 feet HighTide

2007-11-11   02:15 PST   2.35 feet Low Tide
2007-11-11   08:35 PST   5.82 feet High Tide
2007-11-11   16:01 PST -0.19 feet Low Tide
2007-11-11   22:38 PST   3.36 feet High Tide
2007-11-12   02:37 PST   2.55 feet Low Tide
2007-11-12   09:04 PST   5.69 feet High Tide
2007-11-12   16:41 PST -0.05 feet Low Tide
2007-11-12   23:33 PST   3.18 feet High Tide
2007-11-13   02:57 PST   2.75 feet Low Tide
2007-11-13   09:36 PST   5.50 feet High Tide
2007-11-13   17:29 PST   0.13 feet Low Tide

2007-11-07   00:49 PST   1.33 feet Low Tide
2007-11-07   07:06 PST   5.61 feet High Tide
2007-11-07   13:51 PST   0.22 feet Low Tide
2007-11-07   19:58 PST   4.04 feet High Tide
2007-11-08   01:11 PST   1.63 feet Low Tide
2007-11-08   07:26 PST   5.76 feet High Tide
2007-11-08   14:21 PST -0.05 feet Low Tide
2007-11-08   20:35 PST   3.89 feet High Tide
2007-11-09   01:32 PST   1.90 feet Low Tide
2007-11-09   07:47 PST   5.85 feet High Tide
2007-11-09   14:52 PST -0.20 feet Low Tide
2007-11-09   21:13 PST   3.73 feet High Tide
2007-11-10   01:54 PST   2.13 feet Low Tide
2007-11-10   08:10 PST   5.87 feet High Tide



Tide ChartsTide Charts
La Jolla, Scripps Pier, California 32.8667° N, 117.2567° W

2007-11-25   15:52 PST -1.60 feet Low Tide
2007-11-25   22:30 PST   3.75 feet High Tide
2007-11-26   02:47 PST   2.25 feet Low Tide
2007-11-26   09:12 PST   6.86 feet High Tide
2007-11-26   16:44 PST -1.35 feet Low Tide
2007-11-26   23:31 PST   3.63 feet High Tide
2007-11-27   03:37 PST   2.50 feet Low Tide
2007-11-27   10:01 PST   6.40 feet High Tide
2007-11-27   17:40 PST -0.96 feet Low Tide
2007-11-28   00:40 PST   3.59 feet High Tide
2007-11-28   04:36 PST   2.76 feet Low Tide
2007-11-28   10:55 PST   5.78 feet High Tide
2007-11-28   18:39 PST -0.50 feet Low Tide

2007-11-22   00:04 PST   1.22 feet Low Tide
2007-11-22   06:28 PST   6.47 feet High Tide
2007-11-22   13:28 PST -0.79 feet Low Tide
2007-11-22   19:42 PST   4.10 feet High Tide
2007-11-23   00:42 PST   1.49 feet Low Tide
2007-11-23   07:05 PST   6.89 feet High Tide
2007-11-23   14:14 PST -1.34 feet Low Tide
2007-11-23   20:37 PST   4.02 feet High Tide
2007-11-24   01:22 PST   1.75 feet Low Tide
2007-11-24   07:44 PST   7.12 feet High Tide
2007-11-24   15:02 PST -1.61 feet Low Tide
2007-11-24   21:32 PST   3.90 feet High Tide
2007-11-25   02:03 PST   2.01 feet Low Tide
2007-11-25   08:26 PST   7.11 feet High Tide

22 November 2007 - 28 November 2007



Applications of Tide PredictionApplications of Tide Prediction

NavigationNavigation
FishingFishing

SurfingSurfing

Storm SurgesStorm Surges

BeachgBeachg
oingoing



Grunion and the TidesGrunion and the Tides

 Grunion are the only fish
that come completely out
of water to spawn

 Spawning cycles are timed
precisely with the tides

 Grunion leave the water at
night to spawn on the
beach in the spring and
summer months two to six
nights after the full and
new moons

 Spawning begins after
high tide and continues for
several hours.

Grunion Facts:Grunion Facts:



Energy From TidesEnergy From Tides -- TodayToday

La Rance, FranceLa Rance, France

Severn River, FranceSevern River, France

Tidal Bore TurbinesTidal Bore Turbines



Energy From TidesEnergy From Tides -- FutureFuture



Tidal ConclusionsTidal Conclusions
 Tides are extremely swift, very longTides are extremely swift, very long--wavelength, shallowwavelength, shallow--water waveswater waves

 Tides are periodic shortTides are periodic short--term changes in sea level at a particular place causedterm changes in sea level at a particular place caused
___by the gravitational force of the moon and sun, and the motion oby the gravitational force of the moon and sun, and the motion of the Earthf the Earth

 The moonThe moon’’s influence is twice as great as that of the suns influence is twice as great as that of the sun’’ss

 GravityGravity’’s attractive force and inertias attractive force and inertia’’s flingings flinging--away force combine to produceaway force combine to produce
___two ocean tidal bulgestwo ocean tidal bulges

 The Earth rotating underneath the tidal bulges causes tidesThe Earth rotating underneath the tidal bulges causes tides

 The equilibrium theory of tides only takes into account gravitatThe equilibrium theory of tides only takes into account gravitational andional and
___rotational affects under equilibrium conditions without regard trotational affects under equilibrium conditions without regard to ocean basino ocean basin
___shape, water depth, ocean inertia, Coriolis effect, nor sea bottshape, water depth, ocean inertia, Coriolis effect, nor sea bottom friction dragom friction drag

 The dynamic theory of tides is a much more robust prediction modThe dynamic theory of tides is a much more robust prediction model that alsoel that also
___takes account all those factors left out of the equilibrium theotakes account all those factors left out of the equilibrium theory (listed above)ry (listed above)

 Tidal patterns take three forms worldwide: diurnal, semidiurnalTidal patterns take three forms worldwide: diurnal, semidiurnal, and mixed, and mixed

 Tides in each ocean basin form a rockingTides in each ocean basin form a rocking--rotary cycle aroundrotary cycle around amphidromicamphidromic
___““no tideno tide”” pointspoints –– counterclockwise in N. Hemi, clockwise in the S. Hemicounterclockwise in N. Hemi, clockwise in the S. Hemi



Class DiscussionClass Discussion

Surf fishing at Torrey Pines State BeachSurf fishing at Torrey Pines State Beach


